Zurich Tourist Information
Office
Conveniently located on the ground floor of the
main concourse of Zurich Main station, the Zurich
Tourist Information Centre provides useful local
and regional information to residents and passing
visitors alike.
With thousands of people passing through the station concourse every day and a multitude
of sights and attractions in Switzerland, it was vital for the Information Centre to provide
essential information clearly and concisely to anyone needing assistance.

Eye-catching videowall installation
To deliver maximum impact, and engage with as many visitors as possible, Zurich Tourism
installed an impressive horizontal 19x1 videowall above the Tourist Centre information
desk. The installation curves above and along the length of the desk facing the concourse,
easily visible to tourists and locals, providing dynamic information on places to stay,
weather forecasts, local tours, ticketing, upcoming events and so forth. Having this display
installation has shown a direct reflection in the decreasing number of in-person questions
from visitors, meaning staff are not bombarded with questions from travellers as information
is readily available digitally

ONELAN was the ideal
solution for the Zurich Tourist
Information Centre, and
we were delighted to help
co-ordinate and deliver
this dynamic, eye-catching
installation.

Tuna Bayray
Business Development
Manager, MobilePro AG

The videowall comprises 55” NEC digital displays, powered by a single ONELAN 4K NetTop-Box (NTB) digital signage player and subscriber, with the video content aspect ratio
managed via five Datapath FX4 processors.

Easy content management
With frequently changing live information, such as weather feeds, or on-demand content
maintained on a weekly, sometimes even daily basis, it was vital that the Zurich Tourist
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Board had a solution which they could access and update. The ONELAN implementation
gave them the flexibility to do this. Additionally, with the videowall in a high footfall, premium
public position, ONELAN’s proven resilience gave the reassurance that the solution they
implemented would be secure and robust, requiring a low level of maintenance.

The team at the Information
Office now benefit from a
flexible and easy to update
solution delivering high
impact messaging for both
visitors and locals.

Tuna Bayray
Business Development
Manager, MobilePro AG
Tuna Bayray, Business Development Manager at MobilePro AG commented, “ONELAN was
the ideal solution for the Zurich Tourist Information Centre, and we were delighted to help
co-ordinate and deliver this dynamic, eye-catching installation. The team at the Information
Office now benefit from a flexible and easy to update solution delivering high impact
messaging for both visitors and locals.”
Carlos Amoros, EVP Sales, EMEA, Tripleplay & ONELAN added, “This is a high-profile
installation in an area of significant footfall. We’re delighted to have been involved in the
project and deliver a solution which helps those passing by the installation have a more
informed, and so enjoyable experience as they visit this area of Switzerland.”
With dynamic content centrally managed and maintained locally by the team at the Tourist
Centre, deploying ONELAN Digital Signage has enabled the attractions of the region to
be showcased in high-quality across the large videowall display easily visible from across
the station concourse, informing and engaging both passers-by and those seeking more
information.
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